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Summertime Bargain Hunting:
Is Gold or Silver the Better Value?
By Seth Van Brocklin
Contributing Editor, Independent Living

W

ith the dog days of summer offering attractive
buying opportunities in the oversold precious
metals markets, is now the time for bullion investors to
opt for gold or for silver? Well, the one-word answer
is: both. But there are reasons why you personally
might want to favor one over the other at this time.
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The two metals each have their own unique
fundamentals, properties, and practicalities we’ll
consider here. First, though, let’s look at their recent
and historical price performances relative to each other.

Gold Is Now Worth Roughly 60
Times More than Silver – But What
about Historically?
Gold and silver tend to trade fairly close together on
any given day, with silver being the more price-volatile
of the two. But, over time, they can diverge. The
gold:silver ratio has trended mostly higher since May
2011, when silver put in an intermediate-term top.
In June 2012, the ratio hit 60:1, which is about what
its average has been over the past three decades.
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With gold selling at nearly 60 times the price of silver,
there is room for the ratio to move down toward the
“natural ratio” of approximately 10:1. That’s the
proportion of silver in the Earth’s crust relative to
gold. It may not ever get that low due to the fact that
gold is hoarded more than silver. But in centuries
past, going as far back as the 12th century, gold sold
for 15-16 times the price of silver by convention in
many societies. This is the “classic ratio.”
The gold:silver ratio likely will revisit 16:1 at some
point, probably before the current (decade-long so
far) bull market runs its course. Some credible silver
analysts believe that the ratio will actually go much
lower than 16:1. But there are no guarantees. History
often rhymes but doesn’t always repeat.

Ideas on How to Allocate
Your Metals Holdings
In general, I advise a 50/50 split between gold and
silver (and optionally, a small allocation to platinum
Continued on next page
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that it is. But a “panic” mentality is likely to be
temporary. The more serious long-term threat is that
the currency doesn’t collapse suddenly – but instead
depreciates steadily in the midst of a weak (but not
collapsing) economy. This type of environment is
known otherwise as stagflation, and I’d expect silver to
dramatically outperform under such conditions, as it
did during the late 1970s.
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Contrary Wisdom:
Silver First, Then Gold
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When most people think of precious metals investing,
they first think of gold. But if you’re just getting
started – or assisting someone who is – silver should
be your first priority. Establishing a silver
stash consisting of one-ounce rounds and
coins and pre-1965 halves, quarters, and
dimes is a must for practical reasons. Silver
is much handier to use as a transactional
currency for commerce or barter than gold
due to gold’s highly concentrated value.
Unlike gold coins, silver coins can
be traded, sold, or given away
in relatively small dollar-value
increments.

and/or palladium). But aggressive investors will
probably want to “overweight” silver at this point
in anticipation that it will outperform gold as the
precious metals market approaches what could
potentially be a mania phase.
To be fair and balanced, there are those who believe
gold will outperform silver. Their main argument is
that gold, as a monetary metal, will shine brightest
in a monetary crisis; and that silver, as more of
an industrial metal, would suffer more during an
economic contraction.
A secondary argument for the yellow metal is that
gold is culturally mandatory for jewelry in burgeoning
regions of the world such as the Indian subcontinent,
where citizens hold more total gold wealth than
anywhere else in the world. There are no substitutes
for gold in satisfying jewelry demand, but substitutes
for silver could potentially be
used in industry.

Gold has practical advantages
Pre-1965 dimes, quarters,
over silver in terms of being able and half dollars are a cheap
to store more value while taking way to accumulate silver.
up less space, and being easier to
transport. It’s also less volatile price wise.

Here’s the bottom line,
though, for long-term
If you’re just getting started – or
As far as this latter argument
investors desiring to see
assisting someone who is – silver the biggest return on their
goes, I actually think that in
the long run, silver’s broad
should be your first priority.
investment: I regard silver
industrial uses are bullish.
at 1/50th to 1/60th the price
For every application in which copper (or some other
of gold as a very favorable bargain-range buying
metal) can be substituted for silver, a new application
opportunity at this stage of the secular bull market. In
(often in high-technology) requiring silver is developed. my view, it’s worth taking advantage of, while it lasts.
Most of this industrial silver is consumed, not recycled;
The fundamentals for precious metals have not
whereas with gold, it’s almost never consumed out of
changed. Owning physical gold or silver today is
existence – as gold is dug out of the ground, the total
more important than ever, and investors should try
above-ground supply continues to build.
not to allow volatile price action in the precious metals
The monetary argument for favoring gold is a
markets to wear them out. Relax, stay the course, and
better one. In an economic or currency crisis, gold
continue to load up at these discounted levels. In the
could well outperform as the ultimate safe-haven
end, you’ll be glad you did.
Precious Metals Quarterly
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Physical Gold Bullion vs. Gold Mining
Stocks – Which Is Better?
By Stefan Gleason
President, Independent Living Bullion
Investors who are wrangling over whether to invest
in gold or silver bullion or in mining stocks should
realize they are two entirely separate asset classes.

In fact, the mining sector has substantially lagged
behind gold’s performance since 2006. Stocks can
lag due to rising energy and labor costs, political risk
(including threat of nationalization), wider economic/
financial turmoil, credit market tightness, peculiarities
affecting profitability in the industry, or just investor
sentiment/risk aversion.

Gold bullion is money itself, a tangible asset with
eternal value. You own it for
insurance against a collapsing
financial and monetary system.
The profit – and there
certainly have been some
great gains in the past
decade – is gravy.

When times get tough, the
action in the gold and silver
mining stocks can get quite
ugly. These stocks are
typically the most volatile
area of the entire stock
market. They are not for
the short-term risk averse.
They are for those who
believe the potential long-term rewards are worth the risk.

VS.

You own gold
and silver mining
companies not for
their eternal value (they
could go bankrupt), not
for insulation from the financial system (they are
financial assets which are affected by credit conditions
and general market volatility), but for their profit
potential. You take on more risks in owning gold and
silver mining stocks in exchange for what should be a
larger upside if business and market conditions prove
favorable to them.

©iStockphoto.com/Sergey Volkov
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Bullion functions better than the mining sector as a
portfolio diversifier (physical gold is less correlated
with the stock and credit markets). Over the longterm, gold bullion also performs better on a riskadjusted basis (similar expected returns with a fraction
of the volatility), as measured by the Sharpe Ratio.

Do Gold Mining Stocks
Outperform Gold Bullion over Time?

During Financial Turmoil,
the Safe Haven Is Gold Bullion

Precious metals mining stocks collect their profits
based on the spread between mining costs and the
value of the metal being dug out of the ground. When
the gold price rises by, say 50%, the profit per ounce
of gold bullion produced accruing to a gold mining
company might double or triple.

Owning mining stocks in 2008 was a gut-wrenching
experience. Gold itself remained relatively strong during
the panic, even managing to post a modest annual gain
for 2008. But even the best gold stocks got clobbered.
The benchmark HUI gold stocks index lost 27% of its
value for the year (after having lost more than 70% of
its value at one point within the year).

Advocates of mining stocks often tout that gold stocks
move with two to three times the magnitude of the
price of gold. They note that if gold rises 10% over any
given period of days, weeks, or months, the stocks can
be expected to rise 20%-30%, and the best gold stocks
will do far better. At times – particularly good times –
that’s been the case. But it’s certainly not the rule!
1-800-800-1865

Fortunately for those who avoided selling at washed-out
levels and hung on for the ride, the HUI gained back
in 2009-2011 all of what it gave up in 2008 and more.
But margin calls, scared investors, and life circumstances
forced some investors to sell near the bottom.
Continued on page 5
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Stunning New Half-Oz Pure Silver Rounds
Depicting Paul Revere’s “Midnight Ride”
August 2012 Special: Buy Some Today, or Get One FREE with Any Order of $1,000 or More
By Mike Gleason
Co-Director, Independent Living Bullion
Independent Living Bullion is pleased to introduce its
gorgeous new “Paul Revere’s Midnight Ride” half-troyounce round, minted of .999 fine silver in the U.S.

much of his life working with precious metals. Paul
Revere’s dedication to silver – as well as his key role
as a citizen/patriot devoted to liberty – give special
meaning to this spectacular silver round.

This convenient half-ounce size offers investors
a smaller denomination alternative to the
more common one-ounce rounds. And
while the Paul Revere silver rounds are
not legal tender, they give you more
silver for your money than other pure
silver options. There aren’t even any
government-minted .999 pure silver
coins in sizes smaller than one full
ounce.

About the Design
Paul Revere’s Midnight Ride
(obverse) – On April 18, 1775,
Paul Revere made his famous
midnight ride from Charlestown to
Lexington to warn fellow colonists
of the approach of British troops
marching in their direction. Revere,
joined by William Dawes and Samuel
Prescott, set out to give an early warning
to colonial resistance leaders Samuel
Adams and John Hancock of the
Brits’ intention to arrest them and
seize the colonists’ weapons stores.
Now the spirit of Paul Revere
rides once again to alert today’s
citizens/patriots to prepare for
new dangers presented by our own
government’s anti-freedom policies.

We Simply Had to put
Paul Revere on a Silver
Round
We commissioned this beautiful,
pure silver round not only as a tool
for citizens to protect against the
collapse of the dollar’s purchasing
power, but also to celebrate those
with the courage to sound the alarm
in the face of central government
action against free citizens.

The Lantern Signal (reverse) –
On the same fateful evening, three
watchful Boston patriots warned their fellow
countrymen by hanging two lanterns in the steeple

In addition to his extraordinary contributions
to the American Revolution, Paul Revere was a prolific
and highly skilled Boston silversmith who spent

Continued on next page
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of the Old North Church to signal the movements of
the British army. This signal allowed the colonists to
prepare themselves for the Battles of Lexington and
Concord, where patriots won important early victories
for the cause of liberty. Following the tradition of
these courageous early American heroes, our parent
company, American Lantern Press, adopted the
lantern as its official logo 15 years ago. Our mission:
to shine a beacon warning of the freedom-stealing
agenda of Washington, DC’s official ruling class
and help Americans become more self-reliant and
financially secure in the face of our nation’s growing
monetary and debt crisis.

to give one (1) of these half-ounce rounds for free to
every customer who places a precious-metals order of at
least $1,000 during the entire month of August (whether
the order is for these particular rounds themselves or
something completely different), simply as a thank you
for giving us the platform to spread the messages of
liberty and freedom! (Limit one per customer.)
Independent Living Bullion has the best sale prices
on silver rounds found just about anywhere, and you
won’t find an offer like this anywhere else!

Receive a FREE
Paul Revere Round
with ANY Order
of $1,000 or More

It is only fitting that Paul Revere’s return comes in
the form of a pure silver coin issued by Independent
Living Bullion.
We think you’ll really love this design, and we are
eager to get these strikingly beautiful rounds in the
hands of as many liberty-minded citizens as possible.

During the Month of August 2012

And as a way to help accomplish our goal we are going

Physical Gold Bullion vs. Gold Mining Stocks – Which Is Better?
continued from page 3

metals themselves before even considering the purchase
of mining shares, which aren’t suitable for all investors.

They would have been better off in physical gold. As
gold and silver stocks were getting clobbered mercilessly,
premiums on many types of commonplace gold and silver
bullion products (such as American Eagles) soared. In a
true panic that incites a run on the physical retail market,
physical gold and silver coins, bars, and rounds will be
the direct beneficiaries, not mining stocks or ETFs.

Bottom line: everyone should have some physical gold
and silver to their name.
$HUI:$GOLD (Gold Bugs/...) INDX/CME © StockCharts.com
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We’re NOT against owning mining stocks per se. They
can be a rewarding area in which to speculate during a
precious metals bull market. But they are speculative!
As such, they serve an entirely different purpose than
the low-premium bullion products you can purchase
through Independent Living Bullion.
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As renowned precious metals mining stock analyst
David Morgan, editor of the Money, Metals, and
Mining newsletter, advises his subscribers, start with
the physical bullion first. Build a solid foundation in the
1-800-800-1865
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In the past few years, investors in gold (and silver) bullion have
enjoyed outsized gains as compared to investors in precious
metals stocks. The above chart shows the HUI stock index
underperforming gold bullion.
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American Eagles Now Available in Monthly
Gold and Silver Accumulation Program
By Clint Siegner
Co-Director, Independent Living Bullion
Two years ago, Independent Living Bullion created
an alternative way for citizens to save and invest. Ten
years of lousy returns in the stock market and near zero
interest rates on savings presented a devil’s choice for
those trying to protect their wealth. Alternatively,
gold and silver were the best performing asset classes
of the past decade (and the best form of currency
for thousands of years.)

We’ve made enormous investments in software and
personnel. We’ve listened to feedback, and we’ve made
lots of enhancements over the past couple of years.
Our customers have been asking a lot
about expanding the product offering
beyond gold and silver rounds. So
our Monthly Accumulation Program
now includes American Eagles in
addition to privately minted rounds.
Customers have their choice. Those
who prefer the lowest premiums
can purchase our beautiful Lady
Liberty 1/10th oz gold rounds and/
or our 1 oz Don’t Tread On Me silver
rounds. Those who prefer the iconic, legal
tender American Eagle coins can choose the 1 oz silver
Eagle and/or the 1/10th oz gold Eagle.

People of all means just needed a simple
way to build a position in low-premium
physical bullion, protect themselves from
perpetual dollar devaluation, and join in
the secular bull market for precious metals.
So ILB launched its Monthly Accumulation
Program. Over 2,000 people are currently
enrolled, making it the largest structured program for the
purchase and delivery of physical gold and silver in the
country.

You can get started with as little as $150 per month,
and your program can even enjoy the convenience
of automatic bank debiting. Your gold and silver
purchases will be shipped promptly, fully insured, at
a minimum of expense. Best of all, participants buy
gold and silver bullion on a disciplined monthly basis
and dollar-cost average into history’s asset of choice for
wealth preservation. And they do it automatically –
no worrying about timing the market, making phone
calls, or driving to the local coin shop.

We’re just getting started. ILB isn’t just building a niche
program for precious metals enthusiasts. Our program
is built for a growing movement of people who recognize
that conventional means of wealth preservation are broken.
They are adapting to a world where stocks no longer
produce reliable real returns year after year. Even
holding cash in a bank CD is fraught with risk.
Interest paid on those savings is practically nothing.
The only question is just how much of the value will
be stolen via inflation. Will the inflation rate be a few
percent a year or a few hundred percent a day in some
sort of Weimar-like collapse?

If you haven’t enrolled yet, we’re asking you to think
seriously about it. Now would be a great time to
diversify your savings plan.. For more details, please
visit our website - www.IndependentLivingBullion.
com – or give one of our specialists a call toll-free at
1-800-800-1865.

More and more people every day reach this profound
realization; in order to preserve and build wealth, you
have to get your cash out of the rigged casino built by
big banks and big government politicians!

If you are already enrolled in our Monthly Program and
you would like to purchase American Eagle coins, just
call us. Or you can submit a Change Form online here:
www.IndependentLivingBullion.com/agreement_form/
change_form.php. You can even email us at monthly@
IndependentLivingBullion.com.

The Monthly Accumulation Program is a perfect
alternative to depreciating dollars and paper assets.
ILB’s challenge has been in building a system that can
handle massive numbers of participants and, at the
same time, meet customers’ individual preferences.
Precious Metals Quarterly
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Fractional Sized Gold Coins
at Deeply Discounted Premiums
By Clint Siegner
Co-Director, Independent Living Bullion
Smaller, fractional sized gold coins generally command
significantly higher premiums than the popular oneounce bullion coins. Lots of gold investors anticipate
dramatically higher prices (as do we) and
thus want to position themselves
with coins smaller than one oz.
They often prefer something
for which an average person
can afford to buy or trade.
Should gold go to $5,000/
oz, lots of folks will find
a full ounce of gold out
of reach. And demand for
smaller coins may drive the
premiums higher.

opportunity is a bit hard to find, and it never lasts. We
just watch for the next one.
Meanwhile, the 20 Franc coins from France and
Switzerland are also good ways to accumulate fractional
gold coins at low premiums. The French coin, often
referred to as the “Rooster” because of the image
of a rooster stamped on the coin’s reverse, or
“Napoleon III” if it features a bust of the French
emperor, contains .1867 ounces of gold and
were minted between 1853 and 1914.
The Swiss coin, sometimes called
the “Helvetia,” has exactly the
same gold content and was
minted from 1897 – 1949.

Independent Living Bullion is
typically ambivalent about fractional sized
gold coins such as the 1/10th oz or ¼ oz
American Eagle for those who can afford to
buy in full-ounce increments. That’s because
premiums on fractional gold coins tend
Dishonest rare coin dealers have
to be higher due to minting costs, so
charged 30+% over spot for the
French 20 Franc; yet they’re sold
buyers get less gold for their money.

Similar products from
Belgium and Italy may also
be available from time to time
and also contain .1867 ounces
of gold. The slightly larger,
but popular British Sovereign
(containing .2354 oz of gold content),
is usually available as well.

for roughly 4% over spot by ILB!

These coins, like the pre-1933 U.S. gold
coins, are considered semi-numismatic
because they were minted long ago. And, like pre-1933
coins, rare coin dealers love to represent them as scarce
and collectible so they can charge extortionately high
premiums – like 20% or even 30% over the gold’s melt
value. Be wary.

We are always keeping our eyes out for
good deals that would make it possible
to offer our customers smaller gold coins at premiums
similar to the 1 oz options; approximately 4-6% above
the melt value of the metal. We recently sold out a
large stash of pre-1933 circulated U.S. gold coins in
lightly polished condition. Unfortunately, this sort of
Product

Gold
Content

Order
Quantity

Typical Rare Coin
Dealer Premium

Typical Rare Coin
ILB Premium
Dealer Price

French 20 Franc

.1867 Oz

20

25%

$373

3.50%

$309.20

Swiss 20 Franc

.1867 Oz

20

30%

$388

4.45%

$312.00

ILB Price

*Based on Spot Gold at $1,600/oz

Independent Living Bullion has a limited quantity of these coins available.
Please call now to lock pricing on your order – 1-800-800-1865.
1-800-800-1865
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Secure Your Retirement with
a Precious Metals IRA
There is no substitute for holding physical precious metals in your IRA. It’s a safer approach than owning paper
alternatives such as precious metals ETFs or even mining stocks.
Not only can you purchase, hold, and sell physical precious metals using a tax-advantaged Self-Directed Precious Metals IRA, but also you can withdraw your bullion and take direct physical possession of it under normal
IRA distribution rules. Few Americans have any idea about these fantastic options, because their brokers have
never told them!
Here’s how easy it is to get started:

Step 1:

Establish and Fund a Self-Directed IRA.

Choose one of the following trustee companies that have been fully vetted and approved by ILB.
New Direction IRA (NDIRA) is a Self-Directed IRA provider specializing in holding physical
precious metals as well as other assets like real estate and private loans. NDIRA is unique in
that it allows clients to use the depository of their choosing and still has highly competitive fees
(starting at only $75/year). Diligent customer service and quick processing speeds are among NDIRA’s core strengths. To obtain
a NDIRA application, call and ask that it be mailed to you, or simply download a copy from www.IndependentLivingBullion.com.
GoldStar Trust Company is an independent trustee that charges very low fees and provides
flexible IRAs to hold physical precious metals. Your metals are stored in a maximum-security
depository in Delaware in either an allocated or unallocated account (your choice). You can
call Independent Living Bullion and ask us to send you either a traditional IRA or Roth IRA
application, or simply download it from our website at www.IndependentLivingBullion.com and begin the process of establishing
and funding your precious metals IRA.

Step 2:

Designate Independent Living Bullion as Your IRA Precious Metals Dealer.

Independent Living Bullion is an approved dealer at New Direction IRA, GoldStar Trust, and other trustee companies as well.
Under your direction, we can facilitate your IRA’s purchases (or sales) of gold, silver, platinum, or palladium.

Step 3:

Purchase the Precious Metals Bullion Products That Fit Your Needs.

Your IRA may hold a wide array of bullion coins, rounds, and bars offered by Independent Living Bullion.

Step 4:

Receive Payment Confirmation.

You’ll receive payment confirmation from Independent Living Bullion and be able to track your shipment all the way to the
depository.
**Please Note: We can partner with ANY self-directed IRA custodian. Here are examples of other firms with which we have worked:

• Sterling Trust
• Entrust
• Millennium Trust

• IRA Services
• Ramsey National Bank
• Mountain West IRA

Regardless of which firm you choose as custodian for your IRA account, Independent Living Bullion can deliver the physical gold,
silver, platinum, and palladium bullion you want – and at great prices!

To Get Started, Call ILB at 1-800-800-1865!
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